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The paper I am proposing to present shares the spirit of the panel’s purpose as articulated in the CFP 
posted on Chaucernet: applying Deleuze and Guattari’s conception of the rhizome to our understanding 
of medieval romance. However, the subject of this paper is not an individual medieval romance narrative 
but rather the story scholars have told about English romances’ production and transmission. Rooted in 
the values and assumptions of stemmatics, focused on the genealogical descent of a given work through 
its various manuscript appearances, this story has esteemed authorial intention over audience reception 
and as a result has served Middle English romance poorly. Like the medieval romance hero himself, the 
English romance work has wandered from locus to locus, from manuscript to manuscript, from site of 
transmission to site of transmission, with each encounter inscribing on it a different identity, one exhibiting 
unique emphases and influenced by local cultural values. While on this journey, its path partially marked 
for us by remaining manuscript copies, a given romance both wandered and, from the perspective of 
modern textual scholarship, erred in the pejorative sense. These erring scholars have labored to “correct,” 
with the goal of clearing out “corruption” in order to determine the site closest to the always-absent 
original. Modern critical reception of English romances has authorized one such extant locus for (and 
version of) each work, deeming it of greatest worth because, presumably, nearest to the author’s 
intention.  

In the case of the largely anonymous Middle English romance, such a goal is practically as well as 
theoretically problematic. The desire to discover a point of origin for these works is complicated by the 
nature of the relationship between the English romances and the French, which further diminishes the 
role and value of an original authorial intent to our appreciation of the romances themselves. Clearly 
English romances “are not rooted in a single origin, myth, or place” (as described in the call for papers), 
spawned from the forehead of a single, pure creator; as a result, the goals and assumptions that support 
the tree as the metaphor most apt to describe the relationships among the individual manuscript copies of 
a multiple-witness work no longer suit our subject, and this analogy taints and restricts not only our 
understanding of the nature of the kinship shared by the various versions of a given romance but also our 
conception of the development of the Middle English romance genre. The story that the individual 
manuscript versions tell, when linked together in an organic network rather than a hierarchical family tree, 
is one with no clear beginning or end, one in which all we have is the middle of the story, between the 
centralized French tradition and the genre’s post-medieval life in print. The narrative pattern for English 
romance suggested by the extant manuscript copies is truly episodic, with no clear cause-and-effect, 
action-and-reaction relationship indicated between these various (and often incredibly varied) versions.  
Its story lies in its scattered dissemination, fruitfully conveyed by the image of the rhizome. 

In order to demonstrate the suitability of this analogy to describing the relationships among multiple 
manuscript sites of Middle English romances, the paper will survey the textual histories of three popular 
English romances: Sir Isumbras, Sir Beves of Hamtoun, and Lybeaus Desconus.  Each of these remains 
in five or more manuscripts (all three of them appearing together in Naples, Biblioteca Nazionale MS 
13.B.29), and the relationships among the inhabitants of these manuscripts reveal a kudzu-like network1 
of connections rather than the clearly-distinguished pattern of linear descent assumed and insisted upon 
by stemmatics. By observing, describing, and re-evaluating this network of relationships we can begin to 
see the kinds of contributions these texts were making to the manuscripts in which they took up residence 
and to the audiences for whom they were regularly adapted and produced. 

                                                 
1 David Greetham (“Phylum-Tree-Rhizome, ” Huntington Library Quarterly 58 [1996]: 99-126) offers this 
image to describe the tangle of manuscript witnesses weeded through in the process of constructing the 
manuscript family tree for a given medieval work. 


